
 

46" LED "Smart" Outdoor TV - SKY4620 

Standard LCD video panels offer 3 colors per pixel. The SkyVue 4620 Ultra Bright LED video panel 
produces 4 colors per pixel to achieve over 8,000,000 sub-pixel colors. This 4th color of yellow enables 
many colors to be displayed for the first time ever. Never seen before colors like Sparkling Gold, 
Caribbean Blues and Sunflower Yellows will provide you with the highest quality picture of any outdoor 
46” TV available today. This new 4th color combined with an incredible 6,000,000 : 1 contrast ratio 
found only on LED video panels gives you a stunning life like picture quality. 

The 4620 is internet friendly and allows for even more access to various kinds of media with Connected 
TV services. Users can now instantly stream a wide variety of movies with the built in Wifi for easy 
access to the TV’s internet suite which includes, Pandora, Twitter, Flickr, Vudu, Netlfix and Cinema Now. 

Share your home videos or photos on the big high definition screen or listen to your favorite music with 
the USB input. Simply connect your digital cameras, USB-enabled MP3 player, or USB storage device, 
and your media can be uploaded in minutes.   

Audio and Video are the two main ingredients in maximizing your viewing experience in watching TV 
indoors or out. Movie Theaters learned a long time ago the importance of powerful sound in 
combination with great video picture quality. 

You absolutely need a ton more sound when outdoors. Combine the SkyVue Outdoor Speaker Bar 
Option for your 4620, and you will absolutely enjoy the best video and audio experience available today 
in the outdoors. SkyVue manufactures their own proprietary Outdoor Speaker Bars, and this SkyVue 
audio system is “head and shoulders” above the competition.  

The SKY4620 is offered in 10 different designer colors to secure that your Outdoor TV will adapt well 
with its new environment. The 4620 also comes standard with a SkyVue weather-proof/floatable remote 
control. 



46" Articulating/Tilt Mount -Wall 

46” - model AM-4652 is a very heavy duty flat customized Dual arm swivel and tilt mount that fits the 
SKY4620 TV. With extreme brightness and reflections created from the sun, more viewing angle 
adjustments opportunities are important. With the outdoor designed AM-4652 you can not only adjust 
your tilt viewing angle up and down 5/15 degrees, but you can also swivel your TV left to right. 
Extendable out an impressive 25" from the wall to the viewing surface. This wall mount features a 
durable powder coated black finish for all metal parts, stainless steel hardware, standard stainless steel 
mounting hardware, bubble level, safety screws to prevent TV shifting, and offers up to a total of 80 
degrees of swivel (40 degrees to the right and 40 degrees to the left) provided no obstructions. 
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